
During the Spark Your Learning, listen and watch for strategies 
students use. See samples of student work on this page.

Strategy 1

Strategy 2

If children . . . estimate correctly without drawing 
any tiles, these children are mentally partitioning 
the piece of yarn into lengths as long as 1 tile to 
determine about how many tiles long an object is.

Have these children . . . share and explain how they 
determined their estimates. Ask:

Q  How did you use the tiles to find the length?

If children . . . draw squares to show tiles next to the 
first tile, they are showing an understanding of how 
to estimate but are relying on a visual representation 
of each tile rather than a mental representation.

Activate prior knowledge . . . by having children 
look at the yarn and the tile. Ask:

Q  How could you estimate without drawing tiles?

If children . . . estimate too few or too many inches, 
they may be envisioning tiles spaced with gaps or 
tiles that overlap. 

Then intervene . . . by reminding children that 
when they estimate or measure length, the units 
must be placed end to end with no gaps or overlaps. 
Ask: 

Q  Why must the units be set exactly end to end?

COMMON ERROR: Measure with Gaps 
or Overlaps

Visualize to Estimate Length

Draw Square Tiles

The red yarn is about  tiles long.

The red yarn is about  tiles long.

The red yarn is about  tiles long.
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